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A b s t r a c t

The coherent states(condensates) constructed using

the classical soliton-like solution of the one-dimen-

sional field equation are considered. The narrowness of

the, Ф boson is explained due to the smallness of the

amplitude of the condensate transition to the state with

a number of particles being definite and much less than

the average number of particles in the condensate. The

U/ boson is interpreted as a condensate whose average

field slightly differs from that in the (f/ state. The

transition (V —» Ф is shown to be not suppressed.

ИТЭФ 1976



Tntroduction

Suppression of the purely pionlc decay channels cha-

racteristic of the {J/ particles is especially obvious

when comparing the decays of U/' into 3 jT and 2^T •

The three-particle Lorentz invariant phase space for the

former of the above quoted processes i s 260 times as large

as that for the second process, but the probabilities being

at least comparable (the 2 Л f channels is responsible for

about 30% of the total f width). Our fundamental idea

(having been formulated earlier in £ij ).is that У and г

are the states of the coherent kind. The norm of such sta-

tes(or condensates)is distributed over an infinitive num-

ber of bosons, therefore the amplitudes of states with ft

given number of particles are small. In this model the sup-

pression of the pionic decays of Ц/ depends, firstly, on

the physical nature of the coherent stats and, secondly,on

the average number of particles in i t . In superfluid con—

densates(the coherent states of the SU(1,1)group) the pro-

bability of transition from a condensate(a state with un-

certain number of particles)to a usual state(with a defi-

nite number of particles)is proportional to и""1'-3, E being

an average number of particles in the condensate, therefo-

re, suppression of the probability by a factor of the or-

der of -IO"-* nreds n ~ iO^. The coherent s-cates of the os-

cillatory kind(se^ (.2] )seem to be more convenient to

describe Ц/' particles. In this case the transition to the

usual state from the coherent one is suppresed exponenti-

ally in n, thus more than thousand time suppression is



reached when n ^="10. Our aim is to build a coherent sta-

te showing the features of a particle. That means that

the mass(the four-momentum square)of such a system should

not vary in interactions with not too strong external fields.

The soliton solution of classical nonlinear field equa-

tions are known to show the above feature. If we build the

coherent state on the base of the classical soliton solu-

tion, then we shall obtain the object having corpnscular

features(in the above quoted sense)but at the same time

being a quantum condensate. I ts decay into a finite num-

ber of states will be suppressed if the number of state is

much less than the average number of particles in tae con-

densate. Another important feature of the condensate-soli—

ton is that i t has collective degrees of freedom interac-

ting with the electromagnetic field.

According to the schems proposed, we «escribe first

of all the technique of building the coherent state(Sec-

tion 1) and afterwards consider the one-dimensional rea-

lisation of the model(Section 2). In Section 3 the elect-

romagnetic transitions are discussed.

1. Coherent States of a Neutral Spinless

Boson Field.

The technique given in the present section is simi-

lar to that considered in recent papers \_3\ ŝ cL [4j ,

but does not totally coincide with them.

For definiteness we start with Schrodinger operators
л <—.

of canonically conjugate fields Ф (x) and <?' (x), satis-



f/ing usual boson commutation rules. Another starting

point is deciding these fields into positive- and ne-
.A. Л. •

gative- frequency compc ents ^P *•-* and ji *£' .

Tor this purpose tho I o> vector (i.e. the "no-par-

tide" state nulified by the *f (+) and Л ^^ope-

rators) and hence, a definite (although arbitrary, ia

principle) realisation of boson annihilation and crea-

tion operators, i.e. the boson mass, should be given.

Using the canonical momentum \K and an arbit-

rary complex function -P (x) which, generally spea-

king, may be time dependent, we build a unitary opera-

tor

c 1 y )

This operator acts on a no-particle state \ oy and crea-

tes a normalized coherent state

У ^ I 0> = 0 ( 2 )

The scalar product of two coherent states is expres-

sed through the Fourier components / of the functions -f :

Eere

This formula differs from the corresponding expressions
in refs. [3] anu [*] • I t coincides with the opera-

tor used in ref. [4] for a particular case of rial func-
tions l ( r ) .



where №o i s the mass of bosons forming the condensate,

the integration, element (O(K) involves the normalization

factors. In particular, Eq. (.4) yields

The formulas (4) and (6) are rather eacential for

the "[U -particle" model under consideration. Just by

•virture of these formulas the decays similar to

u/-^ 2ST\|/ (Eq. (4) with j'L ~ j2 ) are allowed and the

transition W -* 3 5Г i s suppressed(the amplitude of

the la t ter process is proportional to <Co|-f "> ) .

I t follows from (2) and (3) that the state I j > is

an eigenvector of the positive frequency part fCx) °?

the field operator:

4(V> I P - f - f ( * ) / f > С 7 )

The relationship

is as usually valid ( Q (AT) is the boson annihila-

tion operator). Hence, the integral in Eq.(6) is simply

the average number of particles n in the condensate

The probability to find n particles in the condensate

is given by the Poisson distribution.

Note that the operators Ur separate the average

field from If (x) :

( 9 )
Л

the state /X> being a vacuum state for {j/ (x)(due to



(7) ) :

All the above quoted formulas are as well valid for the

Heisenberg representation, because they are based only

on the equal-time commutation rules for the field oj3-

rators.

As yet, no restriction has been imposed on / (x,t) . If

the function j- (x,t)is required to satisfy Heisenberg
л

equations for Ц> ( x , t ) , then the s tate I-J> , as i t is

shown i n [ 5] » wi l l be a quasiclassical approximation

to the exact quantum solution and wil l determine the

c l a s s i c a l f ie ld in the l imit n -> °=> ,n -• 0. The зе-

cond condition is equivalent to the smallness of the

frequency -Q. of time osc i l l a t ions of the field com-

pared to i t s energy. Since the energy in any case equals

or i s of the order of n УУ\0 1 we come to the conclusion

that the state (•)"> may be a good approximation i f

П » i , i l « "mo ( лл )

By the order of magnitude -^- — | V/ j . Аз i t has been

already noted, n may be expressed through j" :

П -- у

I t will be clear below that the conditions di)are va-

lid for soliton-like solutions in the weak coupling ca-

se .

2. Models of Quantum Sclitons.

We consider the one-dimensionnl equation of Ginzburg-*



- Landau .. ^ -1

Г ~ ' V ' ~ (13)
with a condition

s" /X » d (14)

(the "weak coupling").

Eg.(13) has a solution corresponding to a constant

field $o-£J4/Sj\ • Т Ь э field \£fо = % - So (the

Eg.(14) being hold) approximately satisfies the equation

of the field of free particles: v/ith -Che wass Я/о = /-//2.

The states / n "> with a definite number of particles n

with mass IAJ# are eigenvectors of the Eamiltonian H

and of the momentum operator ?.

up to the corrections of the order of Пл/г/ if n

If n are comparable to the parameter Lf / J\ « then the

states / n ̂> may not be eigenvectors of H. In this case

the system becomes quasiclassical and a good approximation

will be given by a coherent state build on the base of the

classical field -f satisfying Eg. (13). A parti-

cular erampla of such a state is the soliton solution

in a form of a moving static field

д
 U

 06)

where .

17" being the velocity. The energy and momentum of the



soliton(i6) ar»

where

Mg . 2 If? yO 3 / 3 Л . (18)

the normalizing volume. I t follows from Eq.d7)that

the soliton solution describes the motion of a ' particle

with илгз M3 provided that the energy Ъе renormalized

by rcnioviiiG the 1 dependent term. Omitting this term is

equivalent to tbe displfcement of the origin of the energy

scale to the constant field value ^~o . However, i t is sig-

nificant that the renormalization procedure may not be ex-

tended to calculate the diverging integral (12} in Eq.(6)

for <Г О I -£î > • Tbe only subtractive way in this case

would be to substitute £" „ -* -f a - -f „ • 3ut i t does not
J S J a i u

lead to the aim since f (+ со ) = + и /fj~ ,whereas

I is a constant. Any other subtraction is eauivalent

to violation of the unitarity of the operator Uj. or to

contradiction with the equation of motion (i3)« Thus,

: с -> = e.'
 ns/iL
 (19)

and

(20)

(in the system where \T = 0)« The equalities(i9) mean that

the quantum soliton(20) is stable against the transitions



to the state with a definite number of particles n, al-

though in the above example we did not face selection ru-

les for any group symmetry quantum numbers.

The absolute stability of the state (20) is a consequ-

ence of the boundary conditions at x = + oo . 1 slight

change of Eq. (U) allows to build a soliton-lite particle

whose decey is strongly suppressed (similarly to the U/ -

-particle decay) but is not strictly forbidden. Let us con-

sider Eq. (13) but with M2 {T. О (u) //X" in i t s

right—hand side о The new equation describes the boson field

ф produced by a fixed external point source. We can

imagine that this source is a heavy particle with the mass

IfOĴ > M ( a fermion or a boson) interacting with iO ac-

cording to the law

V = jj, ip (u) S (a), «j = f T / 2/ fT
( 21 )

Then, besides the above interaction, we must add the bare

energy Y M to the Hamiltonian(i5) and the quantity

iTy 11 to the momentum. The solution of the new equa-

tion will be

-ftp (u) = g (u)-fs(u), ( 22 )

where £ (u) is the step function ( £ ( - i u | ) = £ i ) .

Since -C<- (o) = 0. the interaction (2i) do not cont-

ribute to the energy . Furthermore, as S ( u ) = 2 O ( u )

Hence, the state I -f ч- "> (after subtracting the vacuum

energy) will be characterized by the mass, energy and mo-



mentum

Now the allowed subtraction X = X^ - X- leads t o

regular izat ion of the integra l (12). Since CO (К ) var ies

considerably more slowly than '-f̂  Ск ) I , we m?y write

-CO J О

If ?.-e calculate the in tegra l and define the mean value K.

= yb / fzy then

I t is seen that the probability of / jvj/̂ ? decay into n bo-

sons is proportional to езср - M ^ / \ i.e» is expo-

nentially small for a weak coupling case.

The equation (U) with non-zero right-hand side have,

besides (22), oscillating solutions only slightly differing

from -j"tf . These solutions for the homogeneous equation in

the weak coupling cpproximation were'considered in a num-

ber of papers(see I 3j , [б] , I 7J )• The homogeneous

equation of interest has the same solutions! however, they

will be U3ed not for quantization of the field lf> - -£& ,

but for search for the classical field -j у ' similar to

X у and for building on i t s base a quantum coherent sta-

te ( -f «,< У . bet us writ»

= f ^ ( O + G(u)ei C * * " 24

where

! G ( u ) 1 — ' • ' • • " ( 2 5 }



and require

G( ± °O ) - о ( 26 )

This boundary condition and the requirement that -Г<̂

satisfy Eq.(i5>) for ell t ^ 0 will define the function -j

and the frequency q
0
 if the normalization integral is gi-

ven

G(u)d > i. 27 )
-co

Inserting (24) into (13). using (25>) and equation the co-

efficients at cos(.qx - q
o
t) and sinCqx - q t; to zero

we find

q/q
0
 = iT С 28 )

G" + 2( П 2 / /U 2 - 2 + 3/cosh2u)G - •( A /2 yU 2 ) G ? = 0

( 29 )

Here

si
2
 = 4 - ,

2

Bq. (.29̂  has solutions with boundary conditions (.26; oniy

if _П ^ ^T ii Z/ .In zero order approximation in A (i«

e. with the nonlinear term in {'<Z9) being neglected; the

lollowing two eigenvalues of S2.
 0
 satisfying this ine-

quality exist :

Tne value _Q_ ^ = 0 is not good due to (28) since °J~< 1.

In the first order of the perturbation theory in A one

can obtain

12



In this formula Go i s tube' solution of (29) at \ = 0 and

= Д/ • / f • bzsJi a- /c&JL U- ( Я )

The mass difference of the solitons I-f if" •> and

in the zero order approximation in Л is given by the

formula

I 32 )

I t i s seen that in the model under consideration the mass

spectrum M̂ ,/ i s continuous, the decay l-C,iУ -»l^^> being

energy allowed beginning from N 2 > 2/3{ A M^ XA 2

The factor determining the transition probability i s as

well easily determined. Using uq.(.2) and proceeding as pre

vxously(in calculation of И у )тге have

о

( 33 )

(the fector 1/2 at the integral in the exponent has appeared

after averaging cos XI
 0
^)» -£<ls«O3) and

The factor f ^ 0 [ £ft) ( determines tne order of magni»

tude of the decay probaDilxty of I jy')-* ^n} a t n «

therefore in the model under consideration t h i s decay i s

considerably l ess probable than the t r ans i t i on / ^ ' >̂

_^ I r \ , simxlarly to uhe case of rea l bosons - Ц>

and [if .



Kote that the scaxar product <n | / >̂ is not exactly

equal to the amplitude of the decay of I-O into n obser-

vable free par-cicJ.es. This product determines only the amp-

litude of the probability to find, n particles in ths quan-

tum soliton I j у « 1'he decay probability will contain the

"barrier penetrability factor" and the renormalization

constant corresponding to the transition of the particle

of the init ial quantization basis ( a)into the physical

boson(b) with the same quantum numbers. I t can be shown

(see Ref. [2] by R.Glauber) that the state which is co-

herent in the basis(a) is as well coherent in the basis(b).

Therefore a choice of the representation of Schrodinger

operators У (х) is not essential.

We have taken as an example the solution of the one-

-&imensional(iri ~he space variable) Ginzburg - Landau equa-

tion with a non-zero right-hand side with the only aim to

show analitically the principal features of the model un-

der consideration, viz. the exponential (in V ) , \ « 1 )

smallnaas of the probability of the decay into light bosons

(an analogue of the process U> -* ил ) and the absence of

suppression of the transition between two coherent states

with close average fields(an analogue of the process (̂  - У )»

AJS.Kudryavtsev [в] has recently shown that Eq.(i3) has

soliton-like bell-shaped solutions similar to (22)but dif-

fering from i t by slow oscillation and damping(the oscilla-

tion frequency is much less than the soliton mass Ms and

the damping time is much greater than the period of oscil-

lations). The field amplitude of these solutions by the or-

der of magnitude equals yU / l/~k ( i t i s the value corres-

ponding to the weak: coupling case'; for yO //X<<ri similar

14



solutions with a small f ie ld amplitude were found in the

perturbation theory in Refs. Гэ1 зпд. Гю] ) , Analo-

gous solutions seem to e:~ist as well in the three-dimensio-

nal space [̂ 11 j .

5. Electromagnetic properties»

As yet we were dealing with the neutral condensate.

For charged f ie lds a charge conjugate f ie ld must be intro-

dnced together with >f (x)

where С i s the charge conjugate operator*

The operator Цр for the charged condensate wi l l be

С 34 )

л л

When U>c ж if (a neutral f ie ld) Eq.(34) reduces to E q . ( i ) .

The operator L/T, for the antiparticle condensate i s obtai-

ned from (34) by substitution -̂  t Jl , Jlc ~» ^ c , Jl c ,J' ,

where X c (x) i s a function which determines(litewise to

X (x) ) the average f ie ld of the antiparticle condensate

with

The condensates I § У and lfc)> have indefinite charges

similarly to the condensate of the Cuper's pairs. Only ave-

rage charge values are fixed, therefore the charge and cur-

rent conservation corresponds as well only to the average

15



•values. The condensate |X -CC/> containing n particles

and E c a n t i p a r t i c l e s and thus having the average charge

e(n - n c ) , i s produced in the following way :

Ц * I/fe/O> (35)

Consider now the neutral condensate(n = H c ) . I f 1 = -Cc ,

then the condensate being neutral only on an eve-age, will

nevertheless transform into i t s e l f under charge conjuga -

t ion and therefore i t s charge par i ty r.r-.y to de f in i te . The

diagonal matrix elemont-.з of the current J u. equal zero in

t h i s caso. Tho matrix element of the photon e-iaission wil l

have the form
ie(i-CC') sr/r>\ e

( 36 )

(
Неге 6-ул, i s the photon unity polar izat ion vector, d£, _

= ( SCO , ЭЁ. ) i s the photon four-momentuci, С , С are the

charge parit ies of \-f')> and /^*> states between which

the transition occurs.(we denote the condensate by the sa-

me function due to identity of -f and -f с ) . I t i s re-

markable that the Eq.(36) almost coincides with the quan-

tum mechanical matrix element of l ight emission by a neut-

ral system of two point charged particles with f and j -

being the i n i t i a l and final state wave functions» There

are only small differences: presence of the factor <4" l ^ t

the nonorthogonality of the functions -/" and -f and

their different normalization(the normalization integrals

16



of the functions Г , I give the average charge of

charged components of the condensate neutral on an ave-

rage, the norms of the states \-$'У and l-j"> being

equal to unity). Thus, it follows from Eq.(J>6) that each

of the charged parts of the condensate interacts with the

elect-romagr.etic field coherently as a point particle ha—

ving the charge en localized in a range v/here the functi-

on j is not zero. In this sense the multiparticle cohe-

rent state / j У under consideration significantly dif-

fers from a conventional quantum mechanical system consis-

ting of several particles like a nucleus or an atom. In

~he latter case the electromagnetic transition amplitude

would contain summation over particles which is absent in

2q«(J6) being replaced by the factor ]/ Я П ' . I n other

words, in the multipaxticle quantum mechanical system at

the given tine one of the particles is with some probabili-

ty at; the point 1, another particle is at th point 2 etc.,

but in the condensate all particles are at the same point

at each tiae value(the average number of particles at the

point being a function ox" the point). The coherent effects

are known to produce collective degrees of freedom. For

the coherent states under consideration the peerage field

of the condensate determined by the function -f- will be

such degree of freedom. Note that Eq.(36) is valid only if

the states I - O and \-§'У are close one to another. The

reason is that only the average energy and current are con-

served. Due to the same reason we face difficulties calcu-

lating the probability of the annihilation transition

\cy ~» /€ T€~). The amplitude of this transition is pro-

portional to the integral

17



( 37 )

Here u are the spinor amplitudes of leptons, Q is their

total four-momentum, (Уц^ is the photon Green function»

However, one msy not write, as usually, that

( 38 )

where P is the four-momentum of \ A ? • because / -f > i s

not an eigenstate of the translation operator(i.e. of the

four-momentum operator of the system).

In other words, this means that the model considered

gives incorrect values of the Fourier components of non-

diagonal matrix elements <Co I | „ (x) i-£ ~^> t whereas

just these components(according to Eq.(37) ) determine the

amplitude of the electromagnetic transition !•£>-* l£ + £\>

The above matrix element depends on the structure of two-

-particle states involved in (j7 > , since the current
л

i (x) is bilinear in the annihilation and. creation

operators. Clearly, if the average number of particles

5 У^> 1» then the few-particle components of / / ^ may be in

some aspects rather different from the corresponding com-

ponents of the exact, solution. In particular, momentum

distribution must significantly differ. I t i s easy to show

that the average momentum of a light boson in the two-par-

t ic le component of the exact solution must be of the order

of M, where M is the mass of the soliton. The average mo-

mentum of such a boson in the two-particle component of

18



the approximate solution [X> will be of the order of

f̂ o» i«e» will be the same as in. the multiparticxe compo-

nents with n-'5, because the 'rfiola state is characterized

by one function £ (x) corresponding to the linear dimen-

sions of the space of the order of Л/П\
о
 (here m

 Q
 is

as previously the mass of the light boson in the condensa-

te). One may think that the exact quantum solution must be

described by an infinite sequence of functions £„(х) (one

per each state \n)>) and the function 4
M
 (x) being close to

X (x) at n^Si Note that the coherence of the Bose con-

densate system manifests itself in that the n-particle

states are described by the functions ̂
n
 (x)of one variab-

le but not by the function P-Cx. , ..* » x_) of n variab-

le s(this means that the functions F are the symmetrized

sums of the products of -f
n
 (^O with i = 1,2, •.. ,a).

Although the functions £n (x) for n. <S5 must strongly

differ from £y\ (x)in their z dependence, we may hope that

the number of particle distributions in exact and appro-

ximate solutions are similar. In other words, it is rea-

sonable to assume that the normnlization integrals of

satisfy by the order of magnitude the Poisson distribution.

So, we can estimate the expected theoretical value of the

v/idth '£*•£' for the electromagnetic decay via the lep—

tonic channel. If Eq.(38) is valid, then we obtain from

Sq.(37) ~
л
 •

l
е
+
г
- - С 39

(Here the bar denotes the averaging over the space compo-

nents of the current). The square of the matrix element

19



in Eq.(59) has the dimension of the space density. On the

other hand, i t i s determined by the two-boson component

I £/> in which, as it hes been noted above, the avera-

ge momentum o:f pa r t i c l e s mint equal I', by the or Дог of mag

nitude. Thus, the average radius of the space l o c a l i z a t i -

on range must be of the order of M~ . However, we suppose

that the normalization constant of few-boson cocponents

equals their intensity in the approximate model solution,

therefore we may write

2 ( ад )

'e+e.~ 2.

where n i s the average number of l ight bosons in the con-

densate. For n = 10 and M ~ 3 GeV we derive from Eq.(4O)

which value i s close by the order of magnitude to the ob-

served values for Ш part ic les.

Conclusion.

I t i s of interest to compare the probabilities of the

decays <J/' —* 3 Ji and t/' -» 2 Jt f in the model un-

der consideration for the value of n used above to e s t i -

mate ' ё*€~ * W

where c, e1 are the effective constants we suppose to be

20



of the same order of quantity, DT are the corresponding in

variant phasi volumes. Taking into account that for the

W decay

and assuming

/K-t.«, / •+„.. s \ cr 1, a » Ю

we obtain

These estimations show that the above model even being in

i t s obviously incomplete form can give correct order of mag-

nitude of the widths of electromagnetic decays via the

leptonic channel. The (f -* 3J decay appears to b-г supp-

resed by an order compered to the (/ '-» 2J Ц/ decay, al-

though the former channel due to certain energy relations

shoulc be 260 times as intensive as the lat ter channel(that

i s , the square of the (f -» 3Jl amplitude in the model un-

der consideration is three orders lower than the correspon-

ding quantity for the ^ '-•2Jf(/'decay at usual /^ «g - ) .

Consider now the total probability of decays of \y

particles. Since the phase volume WMj i s made dimension-

less by the mass of the condensate particles(the space di-

mensions of tae system are defined just by this mass), the

multiplicity of particles given by the phase volume de-

pends on one parameter n = M/fflo t For n less but of the

order of n Wn5 v (1 - n/n) ^ n ~ ^ / 2 ; for n ^ n ,

-~ n ~ 4 . Therefore the average multiplicity n^ a l-

21



lowed by the phase volume turns to be much less than n,

the distribution in the vicinity of n being rather

sharp. The suppression factor for the Ц/— /1J1 decay in

the coherent model corresponds to the values of the Pois-

son distribution function at п^^<5. Clearly, at 5 >̂> 1

the suppression may be strong(e.g, at n = 20, ii = 5 the

decay will be suppressed by the factor of i.Oj. In this

connection no wonder that the probability of the <ф> ' de-

cay via only one channel 2 3~y (for which there is no ex-

ponential suppression) is about V3 of Ц/ total width,

i . e . is approximately a half of the probability of the de-

cay via all pionic channels.

Summarizing all what was said we conclude that the mo-

del proposed can explain the main qualitative characteris-

tics of objects similar to l(/ particles. We think that

the model has two attractive features-firstly, i t avoids

introducing new hypothetical quantum numbers and secondly,

the narrowness of \p> resonances is organically connected

here with their large masses(suppression of pionic chan-

nels needs 5 » 1 or due to all said above, M>>WO).

Note in the conclusion that we have considered one

of the simplest kinds of coherent states. I t is essential

that the modern approach to coherent states(see [л2~\ )

considerably extends the spectrum of similar models which

can be studied theoretically.

The author is indebted to V.A.Karmanov for his valu-

able remark on calculation of the probability of electro-

magnetic leptonic decays and to A.E.Kudryavtsev and A.M.

Perelomov for useful discussions. The author is also un-

debted to N.Ta.Smorodinskaya for her help in preparing the

English version of this paper.
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A B S T R A C T

ГЬе indices I , v and Щ which characterize the

high energy behaviour of the elastic scattering araplitude

in the presence of a nonvanishing triple Pomeron interac-

tion are calculated to order € where Y- 6 is the di-

mension of the space of transverse momenta. At the physi-

cal value £ =2 triese corrections to ^ and V are larger

t*.an the £ terms calculated Ьу-iigdai, Polyakov and Ter-

Mar t iro sy-an_and-AbaTbanel:-

i Институт теоретической и экспериментальной физики



I. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS

In recent papers Migdal, Polyakov and. Ter-blartirosyan
4

(2)
and Abarbsnel and Bronzan have 3tudied the equations of

Jribov's Reggeon Calculus^ for Pomeron amplitudes. The

ro.'aerons intsract via a non-vaniching bare triple Pomeron.

interaction. 'She problem is then equivalent to a system of

nonrelativistic quasiparticles of "Snergy" = - ^ and mo-

nerLtua к interacting in a two-dimensional space. The

Pomeron propagator G{^>,^) is determined by the equa-

tions

where

(2)

Eq.(2) for the Pomeron self energy operator Z-JK-^}*)
 i s

depicted in Fig.1 . to is the bare trxple Regjre coupling
,i

constant, * is the bare slope and j-Д the bare in-
-i i • . \

tercept. / Iw*/!/-
4
'*,^/ is the full triple Regge vortex

which is determined from the eauations:

where J\ is given Ъу the sum of all irx^educible vertex

graphs, the simplest examples of which are depicted in

Fig.2. Furthermore by definition of the Pomeron h [?,0j =0,

i.e. it is assumed that the full Pomeron propagator has a

singularity at со - к - С .



« ,(*)Using a technique of K.tfilson
v
 ' the authors

4 XJ
*

K<L
-

J

generalize the above equations to allow the integrals over

intermediate momenta к to range over a d-dimensional spa-

ce. Tne above equations (1)-(3) are left unchanged except

all the integrations J k/tf are replaced by я к /JT .

The definition of such integrals has been discussed by

Wilson
4
 . Their most important property is the scaling

equation

The authors C)» (
2
'»'5) found the following results:

Near the singularity at co= к -0

when

and

when cJ;^k; Ro-^0 (wrco<<uJ
t
)

The constants 7 » V and У do not depend upon the

coupling constant and related by the condition of scaling

and P are universal functions of their arguments. All

dependence upon the coupling constant in the above limit

enters via the constants Л# and 2<> . Eq. (4) yields a

M g h energy cross section proportional to \^o%i) for



Furthermore, the authors
4 / | V /

 obtained the following

explicit values for the indices 4 , v and У in the

limit of small e=-J+4 :

1 = £ ' * = f > * s i+& (7)
If one uses the approximations (7) for cl-6 = Z , then from

eq.(fl-) one finds брст^-х»*"^? aj •

The accuracy of the results (7) depends upon the size

of the higher order coefficients in these expansions. We
г

have calculated the coefficients of the . с terms and

found the following results:

Z&& ]*Т2 1.*+ -e*€J (8a)

(8b)

Xs TV* 28 & ]*TLi+ -*Ч (8c)

Prom eqs.8(a),(b) and (c) we see that for £ =2, these

corrections to (4) are not small. In particular, to order

б , the total cross section now increases Hks((ogi) .

One can thus take two points of view. The most obvious one

is that the expansion cannot be applied at £• =2, and hence

although the general form of the solutions (4) and (5) may

be valid one cannot use the € expansion to calculate the

indices, к more optimistic interpretation is that for some

reason the second order corrections to % , У and
 v



are anomalously large and hence equations (8) may not

«ive unreasonable estimate to their values at € =2. (We

will comment on these possibilities at the end of this

note).

II. The € Expansion: General Procedure

Яч will now outline the general method for calculating

the expansion of the indices Y * 1
 aE1(

^ "** • Instead of

calculating & (ь>,'к) it is much nore convenient to calculate

§-£, and ĵ~j whose perturbation theory expansions do

not contain overlapping divergences and are immediately re-

normalized. If we differentiate equation (4) with respect

to e*> and к respective 1;' ana then set к -С
 f
 wo obtain

the equations

-4

Эк
1

(tO4-»tantJ- CO

(10)

Thus we can calculate 1 and V by calculating the above

derivatives of G at к -0 . Furthermore, we can clear-

ly evaluate tf by calculating Г at a convenient point,

for example, at k,-k
z

s
0 . Furthermore we want to renor-

malize our equations so that all our calculations will be

finite and unambiguous witnout a cut off. We thus introduce

renormalized functions & and Г via the following equ-

ations :

en)



02)

Let us denote

x
l
*o

x
J
.-O

03)

(14)

05)

06)

We normalize Ь and ' Ъу the equations

07)

Eqs.(17) determine the constants z, > £2 а Л ( 1
 ^ ^

n

terms of the arbitrary parameter u)
c
 . By substituting

eqs.(11) and (12) into eqs.O) to (5) and using eqs.(17)»

we obtain equations for Gfy.Wand Г{$:>*1) as functions

of a single renormalized coupling constant Х(ь*г>) given

by

The dependence of the constants 2, , 2, and Я upon

u»
e
 can be expressed in terms of the functions Ф, i #-/* by

comparing equations (11) and (12) for two values u>
o
 and

o>, of the subtraction point, appropriately diffsrentiating



~ith respect to к and c*» , and using eqs.(17). We

w h e r e

Inserting these results in eq.(13) and denoting

tfu,;)ft'
 w e f i n d

where

(19)

Differentiating eq.(19) with respect to to
H
 and set-

ting CJ»=*
J
» yeilds the equation of Gell-Mann and Low

(20)

where

(21)

and

$
 l
 ' l#=i (22)

In eq.(22) we made explicit the dependence of X j ' 'upon

the renormalized coupling constant * via the renormalized

perturbation expansion of the тС . In a similar manner

one obtains the equation

(23)

8



1

He emphasize that equations (20) and (23) are exact, not

asymptotic equations because the renormalized equations

contain only the single dimensionless parameter Z

Mow supnose that t, is a root of the equation

(24)

with V 1 v ^ С
 щ

 Taen from eqs
#
(20) and (23) v?e ootaou.

- §
:
 (Ъ

Comparing eqs.(25) with eqs.(5)
f
(9) and. (10) we conclude

r-£v;> v^'&w, аг=-£^ (26)

If we use eqa.(26) to evaluate Y'1*1' from eq.(21),

then ео.(24) о • comes the equation of seating eq.(6).

If we set (k-H-t in eq.(21), eo.(24) can be written

as

(27)

where

( 2 8 )

If we v/rite the perturbation expansion of t t a s

( г 9 )

then

(30)



where

Lowest order perturbation theory gives

£ t = t Л

Prom eqs.(31),(32) and (53) we see that В is positive.

This is because the term -ZB
3
 gives the largest contri-

bution to B, and Ъ-z is negative because of the imaginary

value of the coupling constant. Thus to lowest order in

t* eq.(27) has the positive solution t*=
e
'Z&

and from eq,(26) %-- B
4
 € /Z В = *[ , From eqs.(31),

(32) and (33) it follows that

t
 =

If we expand L in a power series in <=. we find to

order £

(35)

10



The first term in eq.(35) gives the previously obtained

result (7) for 1 • The second term gives about a 30%

reduction while the third term in eq.(35) is completely

negligible when 6 =2. (The exact value of ( » .'118

while the first two terms alone in eq.(35) give ^ с .,115 )•

Note that the reason this expansion converges rapidly when

fc =2, is that the factor Г (
е
'
г
У cancels out when one

calculates the ratio °'/6 which determines 7 •

Now eq.(55) gives the £ expansion of \ neglecting

the higher order terms in the expacsion (30) for J' Z' . To

calculate 1 to order ^ we must include terms in

T l x ^ to order Ъ
6
 and find the solution of eq.(2?) for"

1
*

to order £ . Inserting this value of z> into the

1 accurate to order £

formula %z ' i« ' г <
' yields the following expressions for

(36)

where

(36a)

(36b)

(36c)

Replacing the index 1 by indices 2 and 3 respectively

yields f orrculae f& 1 * * ~
v
 and У according to eq.(26).

line € expansion is then obtained by expanding the factors

[-C/D J etc. that appear in eq.(36) in a power series in £ .

11



<Уе expect that these expansions are analogous to the ex-

pansion (35) of -B./6 and that they converge rapidly

when 6 »2. If so, the accuracy of the 6 expansion de-

pends primarily upon the relative value of the coefficients

of 6 of eq.Q6a),(b) and (c) evaluated at £ .=0.

We will return to- a discussion of this expansion Go) after

describing our calculation of the coefficients £<: for

£ cO which are necessary for calculating *[ to order £

from eq.(36b).

III. Description and Results of Calculation.

We first calculate ^3 which from eqs.(29),(22) and (16)

is toe coefficient of ~{6o$ $)=&>? (^%J)= X i-°. the fourth

order graphs for the renormalized vertex Г . Г is ob-

tained from the equation

Г ^ + Л я (37)

where AR A ( r G J 7 \

and Д
е
 is the value of /\(

ъ
^>&) at the normali-

zation point ui,-u>*.--2~ , K;~& .To calculate

C3 we must calculate the fourth order irreducible vertex

graphs of Pigs. 2(c,d,e) and the second order graphs of

Pig.2(a,b) with the second order selfenergy and vertex

insertions.

We first consider the fourth order irreducible graphs.

We integrate over all variables except the momentum к

indicated in Pigs.? a,b and c. This yields an expression for

W (eq.(16)) of the form;



"4V(^j
 O8)

0* " 0

where the function F is obtained by integrating over the

,
 w
i and к in Fig.3. In eq.(58) the sub-

n in \ ••• makes this integral finite and hence

oy iiimensional arguments it is a constant independent on

to . It hence cancels the corresponding J ... on the

right-hand side of eq.(38). Likewise the last two integrals

in eq.(ja) cancel. Thus the contribution to тэ » from

the diagram of .Fig.3 equals p[o) £c<f (t*Jo/«*> ) . Thus C3
ZP(C).

P(o) is trivially calculated by carrying out nhe integral

over the vaidaLle M< in- Pig«3 with ^J =0. We obtain

the result

(irreducible)

(39)

We next consider the reducible graph of ?is.4- whi-Ch con-

tains an integral vertex insection. It yields a contribu-

tion, to ^ з of the form

(40)

where

13



with

- X КГ
1
 I p J \

Ло^
ы
»^*

 fa/
<»

c
*'

e
^

 i s t n e s e c o n ( i
 order vertex depic-

ted in Fig.6. We now make a decomposition of eq.(40) which

is analogous to that of eq.(38)• In this case we will Dot

have the same cancellations because г* (
ш
г^\ «-W depends

upon w
e
 via the subtraction at CJ

C
 in А д (eq.(37)).

However, we can write

Sow Лц,[",к
г
,и>1,м.)-/\

я
[о,к'',1*>4,ь>с)

 i s
 independent

of со, because the subtraction at OJ« in both terms

cancels. Thus by dimensional arguments the second term in

eq.(43) is a function of
 ш
/к which vanishes as к -*&

Г " K°°
It thus gives no contribution to

 w
j . . . " J ••• in

the decomposition of eq.08). Furthermore the contribution

of the first term in eq.(43) to
 ш
 J • •• "̂ J ••• in

eq.(38) can be obtained by replacing /\
R
 (°*,b>,

 UJ
^

>
 w

e
)

by AR(«*>0, "/*><*>.)--
X
hl°b{^j) because

A
R
( Ч ^ . Ч ^ ) - A

R
( w , 0, ̂ ^ u)o) also does not depend

upon <*>„ aad the factor V< ( W , ^ * C J J - FI[C, ^\
 u
««)

makes the integral in eq.(38) convergent. Thus the contri-

bution of the first two integrals in eq.(38) to eq.(40) re-

duce* to

14



Likewise the contribution of the last two terms in eq.(J8)

reduces to

Finally, the middle term in eq.(38) yields the contribution

Using eq.(42) for P
1
 in the sum of eqs.(44),(45) and (46)

we obtain our final exact expression for the contribution

of Pig.4 to % :

A direct calculation of the diagrams of Fig.4b yields

(46)

The Integrals over t->
x
 in eq.(4-7) are immediately evalu-

ated by the method of residues» The result of this integral

in the last term of eq.(47) involving А
я
\С,к\ <*>,, ̂ v

is clearly of the form лs &>$• \"jf"/ * »3 where a, and kj

are constants. The integral over к of this term then

yields a contribution to т
3
 of the form

 a
j(^(

Furthermore the difference of integrals in the first term

of eq.(4-7) which multiplies \ &>fr I ZT/ is clearly an

15



easily evaluated constant. Thus en, (4-7) /;ives a result for

Ф ; of the form

where the constants <3.
5
 and <- ̂  depend upon the lower

order vertex at our О (eqi. (4S)) •

The saae procedure can be used to calculate all dia-

grams with vertex insertions as depicted in Fin.5. £ho con-

tribution of the sum cf all these dia^ranis to C~ is ^iven by

( Г « л

C
3 f

)
 C 5 0

)

An analogous procedure can be used to evaluate the contri-

bution to T^J of diagrams with selfenergy insertions as

depicted In tMg,6. The contribution of these diagrams to G-,

is given by

(51)

The sum of eqs.(39),(50) and (51) then giv^s the following

TaxUS Of Ĉ F *

w
* 32

(52)

This is to be compared witb the value of B, equal to -1/2.

This change in sign is connected with the imaginary coupling

constant which guarantees that the contributions of the irre-

ducible diagrams Pig.5 to C, are positive since they are

proportional to X = do% (73?) •
 T n e

 signs of the contribu-



tions to С, of reducible diagrams with vertex and self-

energy insertions are not evident a priori because they

contain a term proportional to л which prevents a direct

prediction of the sign of the needed coefficient of Л ,

The results (50) and (51) show that the selfenergy insertion

contribution is negative while the vertex insertion contri-

bution is positive. The partial cancellation between these

values leaves a net value eq.(52) of C, which is of the

order of magnitude of the irreducible contribution eq.(?9)•

Similarly it is tempting to suppo.se that the next coeffici-

ent D, is negative and can be estimated from the contribu-

tions of the irreducible graphs. Furthermore sinceКз/~]Вз|

we might expect J^a/^l Cjj

Ф can be calculated using similar technique. To
у

order t there are no irreducible graphs. The graphs de-

picted in Pig.V containing vertex insertions in the lowest

order graph yield a contribution to C^ given by

c, =jb
9

3
/

2
 - .osos

The dash through the propagator in Fig»7 indicates differen-

tiation with respect to UJ .

The graphs depicted in Fig»8 containing selfenergy in-

sertions yield a contribution to C^ given by

(self e««/yy /tscrticns) ,r ,f и \

Again the vertex and selfenergy insertions partially cancel

leaving a net value



wish t;;e value B^ = 1/8. Thus G. is very small

xnd /jivos a nefiliyible contribution to the values of the

indices.

finally we calculate
 c

pV and nenr.e C~. We use the

(56)
v

Го order 1 снеге are two irreducible graphs which are

depicted in ?-;-.9« The dasned lines through the propagators

indicate the operation ^r l
k
 =o *

 T n e s e
 graphs

give a contribution to Cg equal to

f iгг€-а ш с i bi& organs)

1 =
 " ̂ ~ ~ (57)

The vertex insertion corrections to Т Ч depicted in

Fig.10 yield the value

while the graphs of Fig.11 containing sellenergy insertions

give

The sum of (57),(58) and (59) then yields the result

18



C * T i l --.QOZ (60)

compared to the value Bp -̂  - JJ ~ -.0625. Thus C? like

Cy. gives a negligible contribution to the indices.

Using the results (52),(55) and (60) for the con-

stants C^ , we find the following zero order in £ value

of the constant С which enters into equations (36) for the

indices:

(61)

compared to the value of B=3/4-.

If we insert our values of C. and B- and the expan-

sion (35) for 1 into formulae (36),(36a) and (36b) we

obtain our previously stated result eq.8a for " .

The expressions 8b and 8c for v and У are ob-

tained using formulae (36) with subacripts 2 and 3» The only

new result we need is the linear term in the £ expansion

of X(°>B-§•&>/a .

Prom eqs-(31), (32) and (33) we find

« 'ЩГг^Пг'ЪкТ^)
 (62)

Expanding (62) in a power series in e. we find

( 6 5 )



The merles сотгегпез even шоге rapidly than the expansion

?inally we have also calculated the vertex i for a

Reggeon to emit a particle. •' determines the multi Reg^e

aaiplitude. Some of the lower order diacrams for < are

depicted in Pig.12. They are similar to those for i but

there are fewer of them. !.'ii;dal, Polya&ov and Ter-t'arciro-

syan showed that as »•'= -^>,- ̂ 4 ~* ^

where to lowest order in t

We have calculated Jf to order = * and find the

result

(65)

We note that to order 6 У^Х/'г, a result suggested

by -5 -channel unitarity^. The mechanism by which У

turns out to be larger than X• & is the following: to

lowest order in fc У = У/2 since there is one diagram

for Г and Z for Г . Just as in the case of Г

the t contributions to / have signs opposite to

those of the t contributions. However to order "
t
-

there are even fewer contributions to Г relative to V

than there are to order
 г

 . Hence the
 г

 contribu-

tions to Г are less effective in cancelling the t

contributions than in the case of Г .

20



17. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIOHE

The concrete results of this paper are contained in

formulae 8
a
,b and c, and (65). The values of all the indi-

ces are increased. This is because the negative value of

the constant С appearing in eq.(3O) causes the root 1,

of eq.(27) to increase to order 6* . С is large and ne-

gative because of the large positive value of C, and the

small values of C,. and Cp. The first term -C/&* in. eq.(36b)

for 1 arises from this increase in ?/ . The second

term C/&&, in eq.(36b) arises from the use of the first

order value of x, in the "C term in Sr, f
T
 / . Because

of the small value of C^ it gives a negligible (negative)

contribution to \ . There thus can be no substantial

cancellation between two terms in eq.(36b) and tiiere re—

suits the relatively large correction (8
a
) to ^ .

On the other haad, the second term in eq.(36b) for У is

С
3
/3

3
Б which is of order unity and to a large extent

cancels the С /& term arising from the increase in t, .

This is the reason the £ correction to У is smaller

than the corrections to 1 and v

Thus we see that the large value of G, coupled with

small values of C. and C~ necessarily led to large correc-

tions to *l and v to order £г
 .We now ask

whether a large value of D, coupled with small values of D̂

and D
2
 will necessarily lead to large corrections to the £

terms in \ and W • According to arguments given in

Section III we expect Dz to be negative and hence under the

assumption of small D̂  and D2, 1>~-2Т>
3
 > С . From eqs.(2?)

and (30) it is clear that a positive value of D will tend

21



со decrease the value of *£> » That is an altornation

in the oign of the coefficients in eq.(30) produces com-

•.-ens&ciixg terms in the equation for x> only in terms

of order ^ and higher. This is explicitly seen in eq.

(36c) in which the ne^at.ve term - Ь/д" and the positive

tern 2[-C/b ) could compensate. To determine the extent

to which this occurs requires of course a calculation of D.

•The important point however is that this possibility for

cancellation occurs for the first time to order с and

indicates that the t corrections may be anomalously

large. If so, the formulae 8a,b and c, and (65) might give

reasonable estimates for 1, У and V for the physi-

cal case 6 =2, However, only further calculation can test

-his speculation and at present the validity of the

expansion is doubtful.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Diagram for the Pomeron selfenergy operator H

2. Diagrams for the operator Л ( С>Г)

3. Fourth order irreducible graphs for Г

4. A reducible fourth order graph for Г

5- Reducible graphs for I having vertex insertions

6. Reducible graphs for Г having selfenergy insertions

7. Reducible graphs for Ль* having vertex insertions

8. Reducible graphs for 'bw having selfenergy insertions
i" f ''• i

9. Irreducible graphs for "Vs**

10.Reducible graphs for ^^ having vertex insertions

11. Reducible graphs for '"A* having selfenergy insertions

12. Some second and fourth order diagrams for I
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K a n c h e l i O.V. P r e p r i n t KAL-TKY-b,

.)•>:!'•. '..
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